
We say that he and he areLECTURE 5 & in a geometrically concelling position.

- Reordering Lemma- 7tke then (NWe, this vertic = (Noestrial weite- Cancellation Lemma. If ACLBe=<p3 then Nve h) Ven h*EN.
for some inoturic attaching map Y**, with cite = ON.

proof. Since As" and internet tramerely, and NB.Noh can be identified

proof. Denote Azi:the attaching sphere of the. Bui=the self sphere of the with the felt region D"> OD"
"

= Oh", we can anne ..."

AceOh"= D"x<p3 (the fire of UseNvh at peB.). By

-Tum [Tham] If A:M-oN a smooth map and BEN a compact nomanifold then Cy For of Uninot Lemma for
then there is an ambient isotomy ofN. taking A to Al N=Nuech" and At:An and 5:AcnONota
such that ALB. Moreover, the isotopy can be avenued we have differs:
to be the identify outside of any open roud of B. Nehiluh." = INGEL VeLzENAEVRENADS↑

nice p""+ E - 51Ad

tounning thie, we have AC'dB i.e. dAc'CTS"a+dBITSH: TOINvGd, Example. H=3
and he glued onto Az = OF
which is a section of E. I

dimBetdimaz =n-fa + kr =In-L +(keeL--a m-dimOlNoh
"Dfor every a,b e.t. Az'al =B16). However, ance

awaytom"Ifist= ...EvhED"
we must have AnB=0. We can isotope further, so that Al = ON (i.e. the lest region
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By the Ambicat Isotomy exterion then we have eil."D*CON. N
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N
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N
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Thus, the two handle can be attached in any order (or simultaneously). B
N

Note: We can reverse the argument to show that a cancelling pair can be added.
setch proof of thun's then:

Firstly, find a tubular round Wis of B contained in the given opennet WCB. -Remove o-handles Lamma-
Then apply to E =UB-B the following: If W is connected, then any handle decomp. of (W.OW. 0.W)

can be modified to one in which either there are no o-handles (if DW=
Lem. If F:ME is mooth and EN asmooth vector Candle, or there is precisely one o-handle (if QW=0).

then there excist a section 1:NvE nmn that fra.

proof. If CWED, then for any o-handle hi of W there must be a handle thi

Thus, there is an obvious isotopy from 3 to elB)<WB =U and we can that attache both to his and OoW; otherwise. We would be disconnected

extend it by Id on N.V. las handles ofindess>I have connected offregions. But then he and a"

To prove the Leana, are Marie-said turn to get the result for turical bundles, are in cancelling position:Asit Brothpth no we can remove both.

and extend to all bundles using that all vector doubles have stable inverses. 1. If OW=0, first attach one o-handle and then apply the care CWAD.i



Thm - Handle Decomposition - NOTE:Wt is obtained from We Gy eurgery on the sphere A.

Any mouth colordium (W. CoW, OW) of dimN=1 (recall:this means tame out and ofA (given ay e."""* Wel and glue in DD"> "*" (the self region).
decomposed into a sequence of elementary cabardine (finite of Wcompact b Its a

⑧ ⑧ > of core A felt region

each of which consists of a single handle attachment (no trade of a single handle). We T
·
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It can be anned that the handles are in order of non-decreasing index, attaangin

and all handles of the same index can be attached simultaneously.
-Upside Down Jenna -For every handle decomposition of (W.O.W.0.W) there is

proof. Step 1. There excise a Morrefunction hiW-R with Lilyl=Wi y =0.1. an "upside-down"decomposition of (W.GW, OoW) with

meaning, critical values of he are dietinct and is
the lenial handles of index n-k attached along the felt spheres of

critical points are non-degenerate, i.e. det CoulisO k-handles of the original decomposition.
indo (2):=the number of neg eigenvalues of the Hesian.

proof FACT: Every handle decomposition corresponds to a more function, call it h
Sito2. - More Jemma- Then - a yields a decomposition of the upside-down colordium.
For a critical point pet ofhot index is, there excists a chart (ie) We put observe that turning a khandle upside-down turns its

1.t. hole"(,...0u7 =-1,-...-CQx+S... +6. felt region into the attaching region.

Step3. - Passing a Critical Point Zenue- Ire "
If W,57 contains a single crit.point Pele of h, and indplt) =1.
then Wet in obtained from Was by attacking a handle of indesk. Noo ..

"
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match proof. Can reparametrize has thatWIt- Wee contained in a chart (v.elap.

Wt :" in a chart: b It -Remove n-handles Lamina-
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If W is connected, then any handle decomp. of (W.OW. 0.W)world ofA

We
in WIs ·

can be modified to one in which either there are non-handles (if OW=
D or there is precisely one n-handle (if OW= 0.

proof.Turn the handle decomposition upside down and apply
- Remove Ohaudle Leana -is


